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A novel supramolecular framework was obtained from the
ligand H2BDOA (benzene-1,3-dioxyacetic acid) that exhibited
an SrAl2 topology with 1.7 6 1.7 nm channels formed by
strong hydrogen bonds and demonstrated an interesting
crystal-to-crystal transformation property.
Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of nanoporous
molecular solids, including metal–organic and pure organic
frameworks, not only for their potential applications but also for
their fascinating architectures and topologies.1,2 Compared to less
exploited hydrogen-bonded nanoporous frameworks,3 the design
of coordination driven assemblies has been intensively and, to
some extent, successfully investigated.4,5 Prominently, the con-
struction of open metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) based on
inorganic rod-shaped secondary building units (SBUs) has been
explored and summarized in detail.6 Could we introduce such
great concepts into hydrogen-bonded nanoporous MOFs?
Along with our recent work on the construction of coordination
and supramolecular open MOFs of flexible ligands,7 herein, by the
controlled deprotonation of a flexible ditopic acid, benzene-1,3-
dioxyacetic acid (H2BDOA), we have successfully synthesized a
supramolecular open framework, [Ca(HBDOA)2(H2O)2]?4H2O
(1), with an SrAl2 topology. In addition, it exhibits an interesting
crystal-to-crystal transformation and luminescent properties.
The reaction of H2BDOA with anhydrous CaCl2 in a 2 : 1 ratio
under mild conditions lead to complex 1.{8 X-Ray crystallographic
analysis indicates that, in the complex, the metal center Ca(II) is
coordinated by eight oxygen atoms, of which two are monodentate
oxygen atoms from different HBDOA2 ligands, four are chelating
oxygen atoms from two ligands and two are oxygen atoms from
two water molecules (Fig. S1{).§ The whole coordination geometry
can be viewed as a distorted trigonal dodecahedron, and the Ca–O
bond distances range from 2.370(4) to 2.517(3) s. The H2BDOA
ligand is incompletely deprotonated and bound to two metal
centers through the deprotonated carboxylate group with a m2-
g2:g1-bridging coordination mode. The ligands bridge the metal
centers in such a way that one-dimensional Ca–O–C rods are
constructed from edge-shared eight-coordinated Ca(II) centers
parallel to the c-axis (Fig. 1, Fig. S2{). Ca(II) ions are doubly-
bridged by two carboxylate oxygen atoms (m2-O2), and two
neighboring metal centers are separated by a distance of 3.937(2) s
and a Ca1–O2–Ca1i (symmetry codes: i, 1 2 x, 2 2 y, 1 2 z) angle
of 107.6u, respectively. The resulting three-dimensional arrange-
ment is quite intriguing, with the formation of an open framework
through the anticipated hydrogen bonding interactions between
the coordinated water molecules and the coordinated, as well as
the protonated, carboxyl groups of H2BDOA, which connect each
rod to four neighboring rods in the a- and b-directions, generating
one-dimensional rhombic channels of 17.003(5) 6 17.003(5) s
along the c-direction, based on the metal separations, without
considering the van der Waals radius (Fig. S3{). Due to the
presence of a large number of solvent molecules within the
channel, no interpenetration occurred. To the best our knowledge,
this may represent one of the largest nanotubes constructed by
hydrogen bonding interactions.
To fully appreciate the structure and its topology, it is helpful to
connect all the points-of-extension (the carboxylate C atoms) to
give a tetrahedral net with the C atoms at the vertices. Further
examination shows that the Ca–O–C rods become square ribbons,
corresponding to the infinite rod-like SBUs, and the hydrogen
bonding interactions between them represent the lines that connect
these SBUs together (Fig. 2). Alternatively, the whole net shows
that neighboring parallel ladders are linked to each other. This
topology is identical to that of the Al net in SrAl2, which was also
characterised by Wells9 as a 42638-b net and referred to by Smith10
as the ABW tetrahedral net in Li-A(BW) zeolite. Except for the
MOFs of discrete SBUs based on clusters, the less explored
MOFs concerned with rod-shaped SBUs can also have stable
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Fig. 1 Space-filling illustration of the hydrogen-bonded network of
complex 1 with 1.7 nm-wide rhombic channels.
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architectures and permanent porosity6 that never interpenetrate
due to the intrinsic packing arrangement of such rods in the crystal
structure. Statistically, among the large numbers of MOFs, only
several decades of compounds have been reported with this
topology,11 and to the best of our knowledge, such a topology
based on hydrogen bonding interactions may be unprecedented.
A large number of disordered solvent molecules are trapped in
the channels, and these show an interesting arrangement (Fig. 3,
Fig. S4{). The guest water molecules O2w, O3w, O4w and O5w
are situated at special sites that form a centrosymmetric cyclic
cluster with a distorted chair conformation. Each water molecule
in the cluster is involved in two kinds of hydrogen bonds with
adjacent water molecules. The water octamers are self-assembled
along the channels to form a large nanometer-sized water
column12 by sharing O4w molecules. Additionally, the fully
occupied sites of O2w atoms are also tied with the coordinated
aqua molecules O1w and O5, which can form another kind of
cyclic hydrogen bond R4
4(10)13 with a much distorted chair
arrangement, connecting the water columns with the host
framework. The total potential solvent column in the unit cell is
914.7 s3, about 30.2% of the whole unit cell calculated by
PLATON.14
The stability of the whole framework was further investigated
by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (XPRD) (Fig. S5 and Fig. S6{). The weight loss of 11.21% in
the range 40–150 uC corresponds to the loss of the solvent water
molecules (4H2O in per unit, calc. 12.03%), and the whole
structure began to decompose at 250 uC. XPRD measurements
under different conditions were performed. After heating the
sample at 100 uC for 2 h under reduced pressure, the peaks
changed to a large extent, indicating a probable crystal-to-crystal
transformation after removing some of the solvent molecules.
Unfortunately, due to the poor diffraction properties of the heated
crystals, no structure could be identified.
The luminescent properties of alkaline earth metal complexes
have not been well-studied to date,15 and only inorganic materials
containing calcium and barium atoms have been reported.16 It is
interesting that both the as-synthesized and dehydrated sample of
complex 1 showed strong luminescent properties at room
temperature (Fig. S7{). Compared with the ligand, which has no
luminescence, the greatly enhanced photoluminescence intensities
may be attributable to the coordination of the metal centers.15
Interestingly, the dehydrated sample showed stronger
intensities, which may indicate that the crystal structure becomes
more condensed after the loss of the solvent molecules,17 and thus
may reduce, to some extent, the loss of energy by radiationless
decay.
In conclusion, we have reported an unprecedented nanoporous
and fluorescent supramolecular open framework with an SrAl2
topology, controllably synthesized from a flexible ditopic acid. A
rare nanosized water column was trapped within the channels. The
complex shows an interesting guest-induced crystal-to-crystal
transformation, and both as-synthesized and dehydrated samples
demonstrate different photoluminescent properties. Further inves-
tigations are ongoing.
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Fig. 2 (a) The rod-shaped SBUs of complex 1 (red, O; blue, Ca; black,
C); (b) a polyhedron representation of the SBUs; (c) a zigzag ladder
representation of the SBUs by connecting the carboxylate carbon atoms;
(d) the hydrogen-bonded framework of complex 1, shown in a polyhedron
representation; (e) the SrAl2 net of complex 1 formed by connecting the
carboxylate carbon atoms, the long blue rods showing the hydrogen bonds
between the ligands.
Fig. 3 (a) Hydrogen-bonding interactions between the solvent molecules;
(b) corner-sharing water clusters and hydrogen-bonding interactions
within, as well as interactions with, the framework; (c) space-filling view
of the one-dimensional nanosized water column in the channel along the
b-axis. Symmetry codes to generate atoms: A,K + x,K2 y, 2K + z; B,
K + x,K2 y,K + z; C,K + x, 2 y,K + z; D, 2 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z; E,
2 x,K + y, 2 z; F, 2 x,K + y,K 2 z; G, 2 x, 2K + y,K 2 z; H,
2 x, K 2 y, 1 2 z.
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